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1 Introduction· 

Modern elementary particl~ physics· is b_ased on gauge. theories [2). Equations of motion 
of these theories are invariant with respect to gauge transformations'.containing arbitrary 
functions of Coordinates and time. Owing to the principle of the gauge invariance, all physical 
quantities (observables) must be gauge-invariant (3). For instance, electromagnetic potentials 
are defined up to the gradient-of an arbitrary function, but electromagnetic field strengths 
being observable are 'gauge0invariant. In a quantum gauge theory, all physical dynamical 
variables (operators) must also be gauge-invariant (3). . . 

A charged field i/,(x) in electrodynamics cannot play the role of a physical variable _because 
it changes its phase .under gauge transformations, ... 

ip(x)-> exp(iew(x))°ef,(x) '' (1.1) 

~ith w = w(x) = w(x, t) being an arbitrary function, e is a coupling constant. Dirac proposed 
[1) to ~se the gauge0 invariant field . . .. 

Ill= exp (-i~~ -ta;A;)) ip = e;p(icx)t/: ( 1.2) 

as a physical· dynamical· variable describing charged particles. Herc A;,· i ·,,, · 1, 2, 3, is the 
'vector potential~ A; .2.... A;+8;w under gauge transformations; Ll means the Laplace operator. 
In QED the fi~ld ll1 describes creation and annihilation of charges together with their proper 
electric field (the Coulomb one) being non-dynamical (1). This proper fi~ld gives rise to the 
static interaction of charges that obeys the Coulomb law; 

·Generalizing Dirac's idea one could expect that dcterrninat_ion of all gauge-invariant op
erators is a key for finding a proper field of charges in any gauge theory and, hence, the law 
of a stat)c interaction of the charges, which is important for understanding the confinement 
mechanism in non-Abelian gauge theories. · 

· In the present paper we verify this idea with an example of electrodynamics. We find 
out that exc;pt the choice (1.2) there exis,ts an infinite number of ways to determine gauge- , 
invariant variables in electr<;>dynamics (the choice of x in (1.2) is not the only, one). The 
proper field of cltarges strongly depends on the way of separating physical variables. For 
example,·it may be localized on a contour or on .a surface [4),[5]. The electromagnetic energy 
oL two opposite. charges surrounded. by the proper field of that kind do_es not coincide. with 
the Coulomb one. For the previous examples, it is proportional to the distance between·· 
them or to the logarithm of the distance, respectively (4) ,[5). So, the natural question arises: 
.what is a- connection between gauge-invariant variab_les and the static interaction of charges? 

A subsequent analysis of the dynamics shows that aB the.. proper fields turn out unsta
ble except the Coulomb one. Their.decay is accompanied by radiation of electromagnetic 
waves outgoi~g to spatial infinity and creation of the Coulomb field surrounding charges; 
i.e., the Coulomb interaction i~ res.tared in due course. Theref~re, the.choice (1.2) of phys
ical dynamical variables suggested by Dirac stands out against all oth~rs. The example of 

· electrodynamics teaches that the choice of gauge-invariant variables (and/or gauge-invariant· 
states) does not guarantee yet finding the right law of.the potential interaction of charges 

· because states induced by these variables may turn out unstable. ·. 
In Sec.2 the choice of gauge-invariant variables in electrodynamics of point-like parti~les 

is discussed; The Hamiltonian dynamics in these variables is constructed. 
In Sec.3 we investigate the dependenc~ of the proper field of. charges on the choice of 

gauge-invariant variables. We prove that the Coulomo field is the only stable proper field 
of a charge. Other proper field configurations. break down with radiating ·.ciectrnmagnctic 
wa~es and creating the Coulomb p~oper field of charges. . · 
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In Sec.4 we analyze in detail the decay of the classical electromagnetic string when in 
an initial state the proper electric field of two· opposite charges is localized on a contour 

connecting them. 
Secs. 5 and· 6 are devoted to QED; We calculate the proper fields in states induced 

by different gauge-invariant operators describing dynamics of charges and investigate their 
evolution. We demonstrate that the proper field of cltarges in QED behaves like in the 
classical case, i.e., it breaks down with photon emission and creation of the Coulomb field 
that is stable. In particular, the electromagnetic field energy of the electromagnetic string 

state 

~(x)e,q, (•• l. '•• A,(,))~(y) IO) , . 
(1.3) 

where the integration is carried out over the contour connecting points x and y, is propor
tional to the contour length in the limit of infinite masses of charges [4). Due to this fact, 
the state (1.3) is usually identified with the string one. However, during the time evolution 
the photon radiation takes away a part of this energy. The remaining energy is equal to the 
Ca'ulomb interaction energy. The final state contains tw_o charges (1.2) with their Coulomb 
field and photons going to infinity, theref~re, the electromagnetic field configura'tion in the 
state (1.3) turns out unstable. For this reason the'st~te (1.3) cannot be treated as the string 

In Sec. 7 an incomplete elimination of unphysical degrees of freedom ( when there remains 

a residual gauge symmetry in the theory) is considered. 

2. Classical electrod)'."nai:nics, of point-like particles 
in gauge-inva,riant _variables 

.Consider classical electrodynamics of point-like particles, as a simple example, to explain a 
connection between the choice of gauge-invariant variables and dynamical description: Let 

the Lagrangian read -

1 J 3 ( 2 2) L = 2 d X E + B + Lmat , 

Lmat = L [im,,i-; + e,,(~a,A(r,,)) - e0 Ao(r0 )] 

a . • 

(2.1) 

. (2.2) 

where E = -A - 8A
0

, B = curl A are electric and magnetic field strengths, respectively, 
A = (A;), Ao are vector and scalar potentials; the brackets in. the second term in (2.2) 
denote the scalar product of vectors r,,; a enumerates particles, r,,, ,e,;, are their position 
vectors and charges, respectively. Lagrangian (2.1) gets the total time derivative 

d 
L-> L + dt L e,,w(r,,,t) (2,3) 

a 

uncle~ the gauge transformations 

·A-,,A+Bw, Ao->Ao-w (2.4) 

' ~ith w being an arbit~ary function of ~oordinat~s ~nd time. Therefore, equations of motion 
induced by. the Lagrangian are invariant'with respect to the gauge transformations. 
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-The- existence of the symmetry transforin~tions containing one arbitrary function does 
not mean that the electrodynamic field has just one unphysical degree of freedom. Actually, 
it has two such degrees of freedom. It follows from the Hamiltonian formalism for the theory 
[1],[3]. Indeed, defining canonical momenta in the standard way 1r = oL/oA= -E, 

one finds the Hamiltonian 

8L . . 
Pa = -

8
. = mar a+ A(r0 ) , 

ra 
oL - -

iro =. -.--= 0 · oA0 

H = J d3
x (½1r

2 
+ B2 

+ Aoo-) + II mat , 

Hmat 
1 . - 2 L -- (Pa - eaA(ra)) , 

2ma _ . 
" 

l7 (8,1r)+Jo 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

~here J0 (x) ~ I:a e0 83(x-r0 ) is the_ charge density. Equation (2.6) shows that the momen
·tum conjugated to Ao vanishes. It is the primary constraint in the theory [3] which_ must ·· 
be satisfied at all time moments. This requirement leads to the secondary constraint (the 
Gauss law) [3] · · 

ii-o = {iro, II}= -o- = 0; 

here {,} denotes the Poisson brackets. By definition 

{ra; , Pp;} 

{A;(x), ir;(y)} = 
.S;;.S0 p, 

.S;;[i3(x-y); 

. {2.10) 

(2.11) ' 

(2.12) 

l 

I 

the Poisson brackets for either canonical variables are equal to zero. It is easy to be convinced 
that a = { o-, H} = 0, i.e., there are no more constraints in the theory [3]. The existence _ 
of two constraints f~ and (2.10) in the theory means that solutions of the Hamiltonian : 7 
equations of motion, satisfying a~(2.6) .and (2.JQ), contain two arbitrary functions of ·ft~ ~!b_: 
coordinates and time [P]rus,the electromagnetic field has only two physical degrees of rtv f II! 
freedom corresponding t~ two independent polarizations of electromagnetic waves. --'..!-- · 

The variable Ao is pure unphysical sin2e its canonical momentum· vanishes. The second 
unphysical variable can be selected with the help ~fa canonical transformation after which o- 1 
becomes a new canonical momentum. Then a generalized coordinate conjugated to o- turn~ ·1 · 
out unphysical like A0: . . • J 

_There are an infinite number of such transformations [5]. We restrict ourselves to linear 
transformations. Consider the change of variables [5] I 

A=ex+8x 

where the field ex obeys the additional condition 

· (K,ex)(x) = j cfyK;(x,y)a;(y) = 0. 

with· K; being a Ifoear operator. The inverse transformations read 

X = (K,8)-1(K,A), 
ex = A - 8(K, 8)-1(K, A) . 
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The variable y is translated under gangc transformations (2.4), but ex remains untouched. 
One can take operators 8; or 8;3 as examples of the operator _K;. -In the first case ex is 

a transverse field 1; in the second _one it is an axial field, a 3 = 0. One should emphasize 
that the condition (2.1,1) docs not mean a gauge fixing because ex is gauge-invariant. The 
problem of existence of the inverse operator (K, a)-1 is considered in Appendix A. Below 
the formal symbol (K, 8)- 1 is used. It does not affect our subsequent analysis (see Appendix 

A). 
One can choose the quantity -o- as a new canonical momeritum ir~ = -o- conjugated to 

y since it follows from (2.11) and (2.12) that 

{x(x) , ir ,(y)} = 83 (x - y). (2.17) 

Moreover, du_c to the.gauge invariance of ex, we obtain 0 = {ex,o-} = -{ex,ir,} = 0. Here 
and below all singular relations like (2.12) and (2.17) are defined as equalities of generalized 
functions. For instance, (2.17) implies 

{j_,Px ix, j,I3y grr,} = j d3 :r Jg (2.18) 

for two arbitrary trial functions f and g. 
To finish derivation· of the canonical transformation corresponding to the coordinate 

transformation (2.15), (2.16), one. has to determine new canonical momenta of particles and 
the field ex·. The quantities 

pp =pp·+ ci38y(ri3) (2.19) 

are the new gauge-invariant canonical momenta of charged particles because_ they have zero 
Poisson brackets with o- and satisfy canonical relations (2.11) if pi3 --> pi3 _there. 

-- Let us introduce operators e•, a= 1, 2 which.obey the fol!o,ving identities [5] 

(K, e"T) 

(e• , ebT) 

0, 
,5ab 

(e• , KT)= 0; (2.20) 

(2.21) 

where the sign "T" means the transposition. The operator transposed to the given one is 

defined by the rule J cl3xf(Og) =! d3:r(OT j)g (2.22) 

for arbitr_ary f~nctions f and g. For example, put K = 8, then aT = -8. The operators 
8;, {jjkXjak and lijkaj. fk1nX18n form a system of linearly independrnt. opera.tors of which one 
can build the orthogonal operators (2.20), (2.21 ). 

· Due to the condition (2.14), the field ex contains·only two independent, field variables, • 

ex 
a• 

eaT0 a, 

(e~, ex)= (e•,A)- (e•,8)(K,8)- 1(K:A). 

Let us decompose the vector 11" ov_er the operator system (2.20), (2.21) 

1r = e•T ir" · + KT ,t, • 

(2.23) 

(2.2-1) 

(2.25)' 

Using the rule (2.18) and definition (2.24) we arc convinced that. the quantities rr 0 = ( e•. 1r) 
are momentum canonically conjugated to a", 

{ a•(x) , irb(y)} = 8"bo3 (x - y) , {rr" , \} =; 0. (2.26) 

1This Case is considered in [G] in connection with Uw Aharonov-Bohm cffert int.erpretation. 
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The quantity ,p can be found as a functional of 1r• and 7r X by applying the operator a 
to both parts of equality (2.2.5) with a subsequent representation of its left-hand side via 1r x 

and J0 • The fin;! expression of 7r via the new canonical moment~ reads 

7r = (e•T + KT(K,8tlT(a, e•T)) 7r• + KT(K,a)-IT('lrx + Jo) . (2.27) -

Substituting (2.27) and (2.19) into (2.7) and taking into account the constraints 7ro = 'lrx = 0 
we obtain the physical Hamiltonian, 

HPh J d3x (!1r• ,\f•b1rb + !a• L•b ci - 7r•M• J + !J \J )- + yph . 2 - -- 2 _r O 2 ,0' 0 mat , 

L 2! (P11 + e11a(r11))2 
/l /l -

Hph 
mat 

where we introduce the linear operators '· 

Lab 

Af•b 

f•b 

, rp• 

-(e0 ,.6.ebT)-(e0 ,8)(eb,8l, 
o•b + r•b , 

= rp• A-1,/T , 

(e",lJ)A, 
_A = (K,a)- 1(K,KT)(K;a)-IT .. 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

,(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 
. (2.34) 

The Hamiltonian equations of motion generated by (2.28) define dynamics in gauge-invariant 
·· variables [5]. So, the physi~al Hamiltonian as well as Hamiltonian equations of motion depend 
on the choice of physical variables. However, to get a complete physical picture, one should 
connect these variables with observables· [5]. · 

3 Static fields in classical electrodynamics 

Static electromagnetic fields are the simplest observables in electrodynamics since they de
termine a potential interaction of charges. Therefore, for. describing the static fields, we 
consider an electromagnetic interaction of non-moving charges (static sources). With this 
purpose we take the limit m" --> oo in Hamiltonian (2.28). In this limit one can omit H!:t 
in the whole Hamiltonian. . 

The interaction energy of charges is described by the term squared in J0 in the Hamilto
nian (2.28). For point-like sources, we obtain 

! J d3xJ0 AJ0 = ! Q_ 
2A(O) + ~ eae11A(ra - r11) 2 - 2 ~ 

. a>/1 

(3.1) 

where Q2 = I;" e; and A(x - y) is the operator A kernel viewed as the interaction potential. 
If, for instance, K = 8, then A= -.6.-1. In this case the first ten~ in (3.1) is the Coulomb 
self-energy of charges (it is infinite); the second t_erm gives the energy of the Coulomb 
interaction of charges. However, taking'/(, = 8;3 we do not obtain the Coulomb law: For 
this choice · ' · - · · · 

-(K,8)-1 f(x) = 831 f(x) = ] dx;J(x.1., ~;); _ 
'. ~ ' \ -oo . '; ~ ! ' 

(3.2) 
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here Xi. implies x1,
2

• After simple calculations we derive the static energy (3.1) for two -
-, opposite charges being on the third coordinate axis, 

i J d3 xJ0 AJ0 == -oi.(O)e2
r (3.3) 

where r is a' distance between the charges, i.e., the energy linearly rises with- distance. The 
energy (3.1) can also be logarithmically rising with a distance between charges if we put 
K = 81. being the gradient in the plane x1 Ox2 [4],[5]. -

Assume for the moment that we do not know the Coulomb law as an experimental 
fact, and we have just Lagrangian (2.1) (in fact, this occurs in non-Abelian gauge theories). , 
What could we say about the static interaction law then? Since all choices of gauge-invariant. 
variables are a priori equivalent, this law looks quite arbitrary because A in (3.1) depends 
on the choice of K. It is clear however that the interaction energy of static charges cannot 
depend on our arbitr;uiness. A solution of the paradox is to consider a total static energy 
of the system, being a value of the Hamiltonian (2.28) ·on static solutions of Hamiltonian 
_equations of motion. It is always equal to the Coulomb energy and independent of choosing 
K. . 

To prove this, consider the Hamiltonian equations of motion in the limit of static sources, 

tn 0 -+ oo, 

• a 
.7r 

a• 
{1r• , yph}'= .:...J,•bab , 

{ a• , HPh} = M"b1rb - rp" Jo 
- \ 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

and require ii-" = a• = 0, i.e., all fields are static. It follows from (3.4) that the second term in 
· (2.28) gives· no contribution to the total system energy (solutions of the equation L•bab = 0 

are discussed :in Appendix A). Equation (3.5) shows us that ,r• has a static component 
. inc:luced by an external source J0 • The value of HPh on static solutions of Eqs.(3.4), (3.5) 

-reads 
E,t = i Id3 xJo (A - <p~T(M-1 )"V) J0 • 

·. (3.6) 

. ' 

Thus, the relation (3.1) gives just a part of the interaction energy of static sources . 
. We rewrite the operator }.f-1 in the form of the series 

00 

M-1 = (1 + r)-1 == L(-1trn. (3.7) ' 

n=O 

Then the second term in the _left-hand side of (3.6) is easilr calculated 

'PT M-l'P 
00 00 

= I:(-ltrpTrnrp = I:<-1r+1 (rpTrpA-lr A= 
n=O n=l 

00 

- I:<A.6. + 1rA = .6.-
1 + A (3.8) 

n=l 

where we use the relation 
'PT 'P = 'PaT 'Pa =, -A.6.A - A (3.9) 

that follows from the equ_ality 

e'tT e1 = O;; - Kt(K, KT)-1 K; (3.10) 
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9"efining a projector on K-transverse fields. Substituting (3.8) into (3.6) we obtain the total 
static energy ,. 

1 
/' 3 1 _E,1 = - 2 d xJoA- Jo (3.11) 

that coincides with the Coulomb energy of a source J 0 • 

However, if we put,aa ='Ira= 0 in (2.28) at an initial time moment (the zero initial 
conditions, aa(t'= 0).= 1ra(t = 0) = 0, in Eqs. (3.4),(3.5)),.then the total system energy 
turns out equal to (3.1) during all the time evolution because of the energy conservation law. 
It gains the i)_Ilpression that a choice of the initial conditions (in fact, a way of preparing an 
initial state of the system) may influence the static interaction of charges. It is not the case 
indeed. As we demonstrate below, Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) have non-stationary solutions under such 
initial conditions, therefore, the total energy consists of two parts - the Coulomb energy 
(3.11) and electromagnetic radiation energy being taken away to infinity. In the limit of 
large time t -:-> oo the field energy localized in the neighbourhood of a source Jo is equal to 
the Coulomb one. , . , . , 

The initial conditions aa(t = 0) = 1r"(t = 0) = 0 pick out all admissible electric field . 
configuratio~s, in absence of magnetic fields, which do not contradict to the Gauss law (2.10), 
i.e., they might be viable in nature, at least in principle. Indeed; in this initial state magnetic,• 
fields vanish, B(x,0) = 0, and the electric field has the form 

E(x,O) = -',r(x,O) = -KT(K,a)-IT Jo(x) (3.12) 
·, 

in•·accordance with (2.27). It satisfies the Gauss law. Note that the Gauss equation (2.10) 
fixes just the longitudinal part of the electric field; its transverse components remain ar
bitrary. We may choose· them taking into consideration an initial state of electromagnetic· 

· fields. Thus, a choice of gauge-invariant variables in classical electrodynamics can be relat;d -
with preparing of the initial state of an electrodynamic system. It turns out that.the same 
occurs in QED (see Secs.5,6). 

The initial state (3.12) is not stable if K ,fi 8. To understand this, note that electromag
netic rad.iation is described by transverse fields. The electric field (3.12) contains a transverse 
component when· K ,fi 8. So, according to the Maxwell equations, it creates a magnetic field 
(B ,fi 0) that makes then the electric field change.cl etc., i.e., the electromagnetic radiation · 
arises; The radiation fie'lds exist by themselves, hence, their energy has no relations with 
the interaction energy of static sources ( a consequenc~ of the linearity of the Maxwell equa
tions). Thus, one has to investigate the time evolution of the state (3.12) to separate the 
static interaction of the sources. 

For describing the decay of the state (3.12), one should fiud a spatial distribution of 
electromagnetic fields ·as a function of time. Equation!: of motion (3.4}, (3.5) have the 
simplest form· when K = 8, 

810.L·=,r.L ,· ,, . .l' A .l 
u111' =ua, (3.13) 

where a.L is defined by (2.23) with ea obeying relations (2.20), (2.21) for K = 8. The 
canonical momenta 1rf = P;71r;, PJ = 8;; - 8;6.-18;, are the transyerse components of 
1r, (8,,r.L) = (8,a.L) = 0. The initial electromagnetic field configuration (3.12), B = 
cud a.L = 0 induces the following initial conditions for Eqs. (3:13) · 

af l1=o(x) = 0 , 1rf l,=o(x) = P;J KJ(K, 8)-IT J0 (x) (3.14) 

The_ solution of Eqs. (3.13) read 

_a.L(x,t) = 8,D1a.L(x,O) + D,1r.L(x,O) , 1r.L(x, t) = 8,a.L(x, t) (3.15) ·, 

8 

l _,_ 
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where the operator Di has the standard form 

1 J 3 • t t D,f(x) = - d x 18(t - Ix - x 1)/(x ), 
. 41rt · 

t > 0. (3.16) 

Substituting (3.14) into (3.15) we find the following expressions for the electromagnetic fields 

E(x,t) 

B(x,1) 

-,r.L(x, I)+ 8A-1 Jo(x) = · 
D,D,KT(K,8t1T Jo(x) + 8! d3:i:'O(t - Ix - x'I) }(x') ,·I Ar.x-x 

= curl a.L(x,t) = curl D,KT(K,8tIT J0(x). 

(3.17),, 

(3.18) 

The first term entering into (3.17) and (3. I 8) describes the electromagnetic radiation outgo
ing from the effective source KT(~,8J-IT J0 • The second term determines filling the space 

around a source J0 b)" the.Coulomb field. · · · 
Thus, the electromagnetic field configuration (3.12) breaks down creating radiation of. 

electromagnetic waves.· Each spatial point, where the right-hand side of (3.12) does not 
vanish, serves as a source of the radiation. In due course, the radiation fields go away to 
spatial infinity and a region around charges is filled by their Coulomb field. The radiation 
does not arise just at K = 8 in (3.12) since in this case ,r.L(x,t ~ 0) = 0 (see (3.14), (3.15)). 
Thus, the only stable proper field of charges is the Coulomb one. · 

As an illustration of th~ general formulas (3.17), (3.18), let us elucidate what hapJ)ens 
with a class,ical electromagnetic stiing, when the electric field in 'the'initial state is localized 
on a contour connecting two opposite charges, during its evolt~tion. · ' 

4 The decay of the classical electromagnetic string 

Consider two opposite point-like charges e and -e attached at points y 1 and y 2 , respectively. 
Let a contour C pass through these points, and x = z(,s) E C \VlH're ,s is a. parameter 

describing a. position point on the contour; Put 

dz 
. K = ds 

('1.1) 

a.nd take a·pJane so that the contour intersect.sit just once. Assume for simplicity that all 
planes, para.lie! to the chosen one, intersect _th~ contour Calio once. At eacl; point of this 
plane,· we attach the vector dz/ds takci1 at a common point of the plane and the contour. 
In so doing,· we define the field of vectors K(x) parallel to tang<'nt \'ectors 'of tlw cont.our 
C just in th~ whole space. At eachspatial point x this field determines a contour passing 
through x and parallel to C. Thus, the 'vector field K(x) serves as ti{~ K-operator in the 

supplementary condition (2.14) and , · 

X 

(K, 8)-1 Kf(x) = J dzf(z) 
(-1.2) 

where the integral is taken over a contour passing through the point x and· parallel to C in 

the sense pointed out above. 

2They sa~isfy, ?f course, thc.l\laxwell cquatio~s with the initial conditions p.12) and D = 0. 
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,,, . 

Substitution of J0 (x) = eo3(x- yi) - eo3 (x -y2 ) and (4.2) into (:J.li) and (:US) leads 
to the,following expressions for the electromagnetic field · · 

E(x,t) = 
e Jy,. · e 

at - dz o(t-lx-zl)+ O(t-/x-yi/)8 I 1-
4,rt . 4ir X - Y1 

Y2 
- e 

- O(t- jx -y21)8 
4 

I I+ E'(x,t), 
' ir X - Y2 

E'(x, t) 
X-Y1 X-Y2 = -eo(t - Ix -Y1D-t2- + eo(t - Ix -Y2D-t2-, 

Y1 . . 

B(x, t) = -=-. curl j dz o(t - Ix - zl) 
4irt 

Y> 

(4.3~ 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where O means the Heaviside function. When t -+ 0, the magnetic field ·tends to zero, and 
the electric field is localized on the contour C between the points y 1 and y 2, · 

Y1 

E(x,t)-+ E'1(x) = e J dzo3 (x - z), 

Y2 

Co 2 

a 

···•/· 
, "/~-

, I •.,,,t.•,:,,_•"' • 

ii .. 
~~./ / 

B(x,t)-+ 0 (4.6) 

C 

. .. · ...... 

· .. ·--·:1·-1--- .... _ ~- ......... . ··. ., ., . . . . - . . . ... • ~ .• •• . - . >. :· .. · ... -<· :· :1• .. 
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since D1=o = 0 and 81D1(x - x')lt=o = o3 (x - x'). The electric field is directed along the 
contour C and hrui a constant absolute value on it .. The. eleitromagri~tic· e~ergy of this 
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state is proportional to the contour length. For this reason; this initial state is called the 
electromagnetic string. It is impossible to make a state like that on practice. However, it 
might exist in the dual electrodynamics with magnetic monopoles, like the Abrikosov vortex 
state in superconductors of the second kind [7]. 

The radiation field can be constructed with the help of the Huygens principle ( each point 
of the contour C serves as the radiation source). A distribution of the electromagnetic fields 
(4.3)-(4.6) at different time moments is represented in Fig.I. An external boundary of the 
wave front is picked out by a thick continuous line. Arrows attached to it show a direction of 
its propagation. Field lines of the creating Coulomb field are pictured with thin conti~uous 
lines. A region containing the Coulomb field of two charges is outlined by two dashed circles. 
A spatial region occupied by the radiation field outgoing to infinity is filled by dots. 

When t < jy1 - Y2l/2 = R/2 (Fig.lb) (the light velocity is assumed to be equal to 1), 
the Coulomb field differs from zero just inside spheres of the radius t and with centers at y 1 

and y 2. Inside each sphere, this field coincides with the Coulomb field of an isolated charge. 
It is indicated by dashed lines ~ith · arrows. (Note that the field lines of the total electric 
field (Coulomb plus radiation) are meaningful, for this reason we picture the Coulomb field 
with the dashed lines in regions occupied also by the radiation fields.) The spheres widen 
with the light velocity as well as the wave front. They touch each other at t = R/2 (Fig.2c). 
When t > R/2 (Fig:ld), an overlapping region appears inside which the Coulomb field is' 
equal to the sum of two Coulomb fields. A region without dots in Figs.ld,e is free of the 
radiation field and contains just the Coulomb one. This region widens with the light velocity. 
Therefore at t >> R the radiation field is localized inside an almost spherical front with a 
thickness ,_.; R and goes away to spatial infinity. A space surrounding the charges is filled 
by the static Coulomb field of two charges. A distribution of the electromagnetic fields for 
t > R is represented in Fig.le. 

Let on a distance from the' string, say, larger than the string size R there be an observer 
with tools registering electromagnetic fields. The charges are invisible for the tools at the 
initial time moment because there are no electromagnetic fields outside the string .. After a 
time interval, the tools will register a flash of radiation during T ~R. Then charges become 

· visible due to their Coulomb field. · -

· _5 Ari explicit solution of constraints in .QED · 

To construct a quantum theory, one should change all canonical variables entering into 
Hamiltonian (2. 7) and constraints by the corresponding operators so that their commutation 
relations are defined in accordance with the rule [ , ) = i{ , } (Ii = 1). Operators of 
constraints must annihilate physical.states [3] 

ul<Pph) = o . (5.1) 

Here, as above, we ignore the pure· unphysicar degree of freedom ir0 , A0· [3). 
Let the charge density operator ~ead 

Jo(x) = L e~,J,t(x)¢,.,(x) (5.2) 

" 
where 

(iJ,.,(x} , ,J,t(Y) L = o.,po3(x - y) j (5.3) 

the commutator and anticommutator are taken for Bose and Fermi fields, respectively. Dy
namics of fields tf, can be determined in the standard way by gauging their free dynamics. 
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However, a concrete form cif Hmat is not essential for what· follows because we intend -to 
investigate just configurations of proper fields of static sources. Therefore at the very be
ginning we assume these fields to be infinitely heavy (static) and neglect Hmat in the total 
Hamiltonian. In this way, we arrive at QED with static sources where the coupling of charges 
and the electromagnetic field is just due to the constraint ( 5.1 ). · · · 

Operators '1,t and '1,,; describe respectively creation and annililation of a point-like source 

with a charge e0 since · 

[Jo(x) , '1,!(Y)] = ea63 (x - y)tl,!(y) , (5.4) 

i.e., the state tJ,;; 1¢) is an eigenstate of the charge density operator if }0 1¢) = 0. The operator . 
g = exp(-i f d:3xwcr) defines gauge transformations of all field operators in the theory 

9A9+ = A+aw, 
g,j,

0
9+ = - exp(-ieaW )'1,0 • 

(5.5) 

(5;6) -

So, the requirem~nt (5:1) means the gauge invariance of all physical states fJl</>ph} = 1¢ph}, 
There are several methods to take into account Eq.(5.1) -in the quantum theory. One 

ci~ define a physical ground state satisfying (5J)°. Then any physical state may be built by 
applying gauge-invariant combinations of electromagnetic and charged field operators to the 
vacuum state [l]. We will consider this_ method in the ~ext section. Here we_ discuss another 
method when Eq.(5.1) is solved explicitly. 

-Let us introduce new operators x and & that are connected with the operators A by the 
relations (2.15), (2.16) and .new operators of charged fields 

'11 0 = exp(iea:O~a , wt·= exp(-ieax)~t . (5.7) 

Operators (5.7) and & are explicitly gauge-invariant arid commute with cr. Obviously, the 
commutation relations (5.3) remain valid for the operators (5.7). 

Consider .now the coordinate representation for electromagnetic fields operators, fr = 
-i6/.SA,"and the holomorphic representation for charged fields, tl," = 6/.S,J,:, '1,t =,;,:with 
,;,: being a complex field (it is the _Grassmann one for fermion degrees of freedom, then both 
multiplication on it and the variation derivative with respect to ,;,: are assumed to be left). 
Vectors of states arc treated as functionals of independent functional variables A and ,;,:. In 
this case relations (5.7), (2.15) and (2.16} define a change of variables, generally speaking, 
on a superspace [8]. It is easy to be convinced that 

•,i_ - • 6 ,I_ - 0 
a'l'ph = Z .Sx '!'ph = . (5.8) 

Thus, physical states are independent of x that is an unphysical variable like Ao, This allows 
us to_ write the Hamiltonian only via physical degrees of freedom. It has the form (2.28) 
with ir" = -i.S/.Sa• being the momentum operator conjugated to a•. 

In the static limit de_scribed above, we arrive at the quantum theory of two free fields 
a• interacting with the quantum source. Jr, (the. third term in (2.28) ). Rewrite the free 
Hamiltonian of an electromagnetic field via the creation and annihilation operators 

f1t = ½] d3x(ir"M"birb+ii"L"bab) = 

J ,3 • b+obc • c ·E "'"'n • b+ • b E = a·xa "a+ o=L.:;"nanan+ ,o 
, n 

(5.9) · 
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'where £ 0 .i~ an energy of vacuum.field fluctuations, 

ac 

fl 

so that 

-2._ (fl-l/2yb [(Llf2)b"ii" _ i(M1f2)b"ir"] 
✓:2 

~ (Ll/2 Afl/2 + Afl/2 LJ/2) 
2 . 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

[ac(x), ab+(y)] = .5cb63 (x -'y). (5.12) 

Operators a~, are determined by decomposing operators a\x) over eigenstates of the operatoi 
fl, fln denote its eigenvalues and Ln implies a spectral sum over the spectrum of fl, 

[a,b 'a,c+] = 6 ,.5bc 
n ' n' nn (5.13) 

with .S~n• being the delta-function in the space of spectral parameters of fln. For instance, 
putting K = 8 we ol;tain fl c:= FE, therefore, a decomposition over eigenfunctions of fl is 
the Fourier transformation andthe set {n} means the 1110mentum space.·fln = jkj, kis a 
photon momentum. 

Thus, a basis of the Hilbert space may be realized as the Fock space with the vacuum 
state defined as follows a: \0) = 0 , '1' 0 (x) JO}= 0 (5.14) 

and with creation and annihilation operators satisfying (5.3), (5.13). 
·· Eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2.28) can be found by applyiilg the operator 

• U=exp(:_ij d3xo"(M- 1)"\iJ0) . (.5.15) 

to the basis states because 

(J·+ fJPh{J = lllh - ½ j d3.rJoD.-1 Jo. (5.16) 

The states 

Jl, · · ·, m)cou/ = l.l'll!, (yi) · · · IJl! .. (Ym)J0} =OJI,···, m) (5.17) 

describe point-like charges with their Coulomb field. Indeed, the average value oft.he electric 
field operator E = ;-fr (see (2.27)) over the state (5.17) is equal to the Coulomb field 

with 

E(x) = {l,···,mlU+E(x)Ujl,··•,m) = -ac,.-IJo(x) 
(l,···,mJI,··•,m) 

m 

Jo(x) = L ea,o(x - Y;) 
"i=1 

(5.18)- . 

(5.l!J) 

being an eigenvalue of j 0 on its cigenvcctor_jl, ·, · · ,m). . 
Equations (5.18) and (5.19) show that switching on the interaction ~f the fields n" with 

the quantutn source (the quantity HP" - H&h plays the role oLthe interaction Hamiltonian) 
"dresses" charges with the Coulomb field. The dressii1g process can .be visually represrntcd 
by average values of thcHeise11berg operators of the fields E(x, I) and B(x, I) and tlie density· 
i{ph of.,the total Hamiltonian //Ph over the state Ji,•··, m) takc·n as the initial.one. The 
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average value of -flph characterizes changes of the energy distribution with time (the total 
energy is preserved and equal to (3.1) where 10 is given by (5.19)). The average values of 
the field operators show the process of filling a space around charges with the Coulomb field. 

Let us calculate them. The average of the operator E(x) over the state 11,: · ·, m} is given 
by (3.12) since the vacuum expectation value (E(x)}o vanishes. Obviously, the corresponding 
average of the magnetic field operator B(x) is equal to zero. Introducing the transverse fields 
&J.(x) and irJ.(x) (B = curl &J., irf = -P;y Ej, sec Sec.3) we are convinced that Eqs.(3.14) 

give their averages over.the state 11,··•,m} and their Heisenberg operators &J.(x,t) and 
irJ.(x, t) satisfy Eqs.(3.13). Therefore, the fields (3.17), (3.18) coincide with th_e average 
values of the Heisenberg electromagnetic field operators if 10 has the form (5.19). Apparently, 

(1, ... , mli£Ph(x, t)ll, · · ·, m} = ~ E2(x, t) ;l- ~ B 2(x, t) + fo 
(l,··•,mll,··•,m} . 2 . 

(5.20) 

where £
0 

is the energy density of vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field. 
Thus, the process of dressing charges with their proper Coulomb field in the quantum 

theory is similar to the one in ·the classical theory investigated in Sec.3. In particular,· p1it 
K as (4.1) and consider the following state with ·two opposite charges · 

• + • + • + 
\fl\ (Y1)\fl2 (y2)I0} = U P,2}coul (5.21) 

where e1 + e2 = 0 and Y1, Y2 E C. Then dressing charges with their Coulomb field is 
_qualitatively pictured in Fig.l. The average values of the Heisenberg electromagnetic field 

operators are given by formulas (4.3)-(4.6). 
The appearance of the photon radiation during the time evolution of the state (5.21) . 

could b_e expected.at the very beginning. It follows from the right~and side of the equality" 
(-5.21) that the initial state contains the stationary state of two charges with their Coulomb 
field ll,2}coul and a·coherent photon state DtlO}, where u:i is the operator (5.151 with jo 
changed by its eigenvalue (.5.19) at m = 2, e1 +e2 = 0, (operators a:+ included in Vt create 
photons, being applied to the vacuum state). It is known from the theory of el~ctromagnetic 
field _coherent states that average values of the Heis"enberg field operators in these states obey 
to'the classical Maxwell equations. Thus, the state 11, • · ·, m} is unstable because it contains 

the unstable photon coherent state UtlO}. . · . 
We conclude that all gauge-invariant variables are equivalent from the mathematical point 

of view. However, their physical interpretations are quite different. Different configurations 
of a proper. electric field of charges in initial states correspond to_ different choices_ of K. 
In this sense, the choice of the physical operators describing creation· and annihilation_ of 
charges together with their Coulomb field turns out to be distinguished. If K = 8, U = 1, 
hence, the initial state 11, · · ·, m} does not contain the unstable photon coherent state, i.e., 
no electromagnetic radiation appears during its time evolution. 

6 The method of gauge-invariant operators 

Constraints in a quantum gauge theory can be taken into account without their explicit 
solution, i.e:, 'without reduction of the total Hilbert space to the physical subspace as has 
been done in Sec.5. One can work in the total Hilbert space using, however, gauge-invariant 
operators for describing physical excitation of fields. If (a, <I>] = 0 where <I> = <l>(A, t/J, t/J+), 
then ari operator <l> . being applied to· the phy_sical vacuum. state creates a physical state 

satisfying (5.1). · · · 
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· The simplest gauge-invariant operators in QED arc well-known (l], (9] · 

fcou1(x) = exp (-ie0 ~-
18A(x)) t/J!(x), (6.1) 

( 

y, . ) 

J,,(Y1,Y2) = t/Jf, (Y1) exp -ie j A(z)dz . t/J!2 (y2) . 

Y2 . , . 

(6.2) 

where e01 = -e02 = e and the integration is carried out over a contour connecting the points 
y 1 and y2. A more general form _of a gauge-invariant operator reads 

m 

im(K; Yt, ... ,Ym) = IT exp (-ieo;HY;)) t/J!/Y;) (6.3) 
i=I 

where the operator x is connected with the vector potential operator by the relation (2.15). 
The operators (6.1) and (6.2) are particular cases of (6.3) at special choices of K : Icoul = 
ii(a) and J.1 = i2(dz/ds) (see(4.l)). . . . . _ • .. 

A .physical meaning of the operators (6.3)is that they describe.-the creation of charges 
together with an electric field. Note that the Gauss law (5.1) connects an electric charge 
density in a system with an electric field, hence, charges cannot appear without their proper 
electric field satisfying the Gauss law. The operator x in (6.3) describes.this field. Indeed, 
let there exist a state IE} in which the electric field operator E(x) has a numerous value 
E(x) : EIE} = EIE}. Then it follows from the equality 

E(x) ex; (-eox(y)) = exp (-eox(y)) [t(x) + eoK(K, a)-1T83(x - y)]_ '' (6.4) 

where all operators in the second term of the right-hand side act just •on.the variable x 3 

that· 

E(x)lm(K)IE} = (E(x) + KT(K, ar1T lo(x)] lm(K)IE} = E'(x)i,,,;(K)IE} j (6.5) 

the charge density has the form (5.19), In particular, for operators (6.1) (see (1]) and (6.2) 
we obtain, respectively, . . 

E'(x)= E(x) + .a 4irl;':_ Y; , (6.6) 

y, 

E'(x) = E(x) + e IdzS3(x - z) . (6.7) 

Y2 

Equation (6.5) shows that the operator (6.3) increases an electric field at each sp~ce point 
by the.value E'-'- E simultaneously with creating m charges. Fodnstance; the additional 
electric field created by fcoul is equal to the Coulomb field of a point-like charge e0 , and for 
the operator J,1 it.turns out to be the electromagnetic string field considered in SecA(see 
(4.6)). . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ; .Thus, the requirement ofthe gauge inva~iance for all quantities describing dynamics ~f 
yhysical degrees of freedom automatically leads .to that cliarged particles must be _created 

3 Note that the rule (2.22} leads to the relation Ox63(x -y) = Of63(x -y) where the lower. indices 
denote a va._riable on which the operator acts. 
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just with the proper electric field satisfying the Gauss law. A configuration of this field 
depends o·n the choice of gauge-invariant variables. 

However, all the proper field configurations different from the Coulomb one (i.e. when 
K f, 8) are unstable. To prove this, one should again calculate average values of the 
Heisenberg operators of fields E(x, t), B(x, t) and the Hamiltonian density rl(x, t) over the 
state im(K)IO) = !Im)• All ch1rges ar~ assumed to be static and, hence,' the time evolution 
is determined by the Hamiltonian 

fl =I d3xrl(x) ~ ~ j d3
~ (t.2(x) + B2(x)) . (6.8) 

Therefore the average values of the Heisenberg field operators satisfy the Maxwell equation 
without sources and with the initial conditions 

(ImlB(x)llm} = 0, (Imllm)- 1 (ImlE(x)llm) = KT(K,8t1T lo(x). (6.9) 

Obvio~sly, w~ come again tci the formulas (3.17), (3.18) and (5.18) with lo defined by (5.19): 
In conclusion, we coµsider the time evolution of a closed electrodynamic string, the stit~ 

obtain'ed by applying the gauge-invariant op'eratcir . ' ' . . . 

Jc - "P (,, f <Ac,).,,)) (6:10) 

to. the physical vacuum. The average value of the electric field operator in this state· is a 
transverse field and is given by ( 4.6) where the integral should be taken over a closed contour 
C. Therefore; the whole energy of the closed string state turns into the electromagnetic 
radiation energy (only the first·term in (4.3) differs from zero). 

This feature might be expected at the very beginning since the operator (6.9) creates 
only a coherent state of transverse photons. I11deed, substituting A= n.L + 8~-1(8,A) 
into (6.9) we find that ic depends just on n.L. On the contrary, the states im(K)IO) contain 
a coherent field excitation corresponding to the longitudinal (Coulomb) part of A except the 
coherent-state of photons described by &.L, which follows from the identity 

x = (K,8t1(K,A) = (K,a)-1 (K,&.L) + ~-1(81.A). (6.11) 

' 
After its substitution into (6.3), the operator im(K) splinters into a product of m operators_ 
icoul and an operator _depending on &.L and creating an unstable' coherent excitation of 
photons. This coherent state is absent just. in the case when K = 8. For this reason, 
charged states with the Coulomb field are stable. 

7 Conclusion 

Thus, the r~quirement. of the. gauge-inva:riance _ for dynamical variables in electrody1-ia~ics 
leads to th~t charges can b~ created or annihilated just together ~ith their proper electric 
field (a consequence of the Gauss law). A proper.field configuration of a charge depends' on 
the choice of gauge:invariant variables that may be related with a way of preparing an initial 
state of an electrodynamic system. All c~nfigurations of the proper field of charges different 
from the Coulomb one are unstable and breakdown with radiatio~ of electromagnetic waves. 
and creation of the stable Coulomb field. 
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: _\Ve conclude that the knowledge of all gauge-invariant operators describing dynamics of 
matter in gauge theories is not yet enough to determine. a correct potential of the static 
interaction of charges. One should investigate dynamical stability of states generated by" 
these operators: For instance, in QED there is a gauge0invariant state i.t describing two 
opposite charges connected by one force line of the electric field strength (by the string). 
Applying it to the physical vacuum we get the state whose energy linearly rises with the 
contour length (confinement.). l!owevcr, this state is unstable. After its decay, the charges 
will interact in accordance with the Coulomb law. Therefore, there is no confinement in the 
continuous electrodynamics. Note that in the lattice _QED [10] the string-like excitations 
arc st<1:ble in the strong coupling limit [I 1] because of the specific peculiarities of the lattice 
formulation of gauge theories [11]. On the contrary, our result concerning the string decay 
in the continuous QED docs not depend on the value of the coupling constant e. 

8 Appendix A 

Let the operator' (K, 8), have zero n:iodcs, (c., there are functi~ns sati~fying the conditions 

(K,8)w0 = 0, 8wuloo = 0. . (A.I) 

The boundary condition follows from the ·requirement of vanishing A at spatial infinity. 
Then the inverse operator (K, 8)-1 in (2.15) and (2.16) docs not exist. Instead of it, on~ can 
use the operator (K, 8);:;,~ whose action is defined on the reduced functional space containing 
functions w' = (1 - P0 )w where P0 is a projector on zero modes of the operator (K, 8) in 
a functional space of w's, Wu = P0w; Pf = P0 • In this case· the variables a (and, as a 
consequenc~, o•) constructed with the help of (K,8);,~ are not gauge-invariant. 

a -> a+ 8wo, 

X-> x+w'. 

The constraint a =. 0 is equivalent to two equalities 

a'= (1 _:.. P0 )a = 0 , · ao = Paa= 0 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.-1) 

.. be~ausc of th~ linear; independence of functions w' and wu (i.e., fd3:rw'w0 . = 0). Olwiously. 
a' = -irx in the-formalism of Sec.2. After eliminating the unphysical degree of freedom 

. X, irx, we have a theory with residual gauge symmetry (A.2) and the constraint. a0 = 0. Note' 
that the operator L•~ has zero modes when there remains a residual gauge symml'lry 

1:•bob = 0 , 0
6 = (8,e6f wo. (A.5) 

To make _the analysis of Sec.3 correct, generally speaking, one should carry out one 
more canonical transformation of u•, ir" like_ (2.13)-(2.16) so that a0 could become a new 
canonical momentum. However, if 

Polo= 0, (A.6) 

- 'all formulas, of Scc:3 are kept without any changes (except the trivial on<' (K;a)- 1 -+ 

(K, 8);,~)- Indeed, 'a; the fimctional P0 (8, 1r) is linear and homogeneous, in ir", tlw initial. 
condition ir• = 0 for equations (3.4) and (3.5) does not contradict to the rc·sidual constraint 
au= P0 a = Po(8,1r) = 0 due to (A.6). . . . .· .. ' . , 

The electrodynamic string considered in SC'cA obeys Eq.(A.6). If K has the form (·I.I), 
then the function Pu/(x) is an average of a fmwtion J(x) on a contonr passing through the 
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point x and parallel to the contour C. So, the condition (A.6) means· that the average charge 
on any contour parallel to C vanishes. This is fulfilled for the electrodynamic string. 

In the quantum theory,' .Eq.(5.1) turns into &-0j¢,ph) = 0 after the elimination or the 
.variable X with the help of changing variables (2.15), (2.16) and (5.8). Under the residual 
gauge transformations, the operators (5.7) acquire the phase 

ll'!{x) ~ exp(ie0 wo(x))ll'!(x) = exp (ie 0 Pow(x)) iii!(x) = 

= exp (ie~ J d3 x'P0 .53 (x - x')w(x')) iii!(x) .. (A'.7) 

where the operator P0 acts on the variable x (sec (2.22) and Footnote 3). Therefore, the state· 
Jl; • • •·, m) is physical if the charge density (5.19) satisfies the condition (A.6). For instance, 

· if K is given by (4.1) , then a total charge on any contour parallel to _G must vanish for 
physical states, which is valid for the state (,5.21 ). . . 

Note that the equation (A.1) has solutions even in the case K = 8, w0 = canst. The 
quantity P~f is an av~rage value of a function f in the whole space. Because of the eqttality 
,r. == 0 at spatial infinity, we conclude that the equation a0 =;= 0 means vanishing the total 
cle~tric charge of a system Q = J d3 xJ0 = 0 [12]. 
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Wa6aHoe C.B. 
Co6CTBeHHoe none,3apRA~B H KanH6poB04HO-HHBapHaHTHble 
nepel-feHHble B 3neKTPOAHH~MHKe 

E2-92-13Ei 

CornacHo AHP;Ky/ 1
/ H3 Tpe6oeaHHR KanH6poBo4HOH HHeapHaHTHOCTH ~H-

3H4eCKHX AHHaMH4ecKHX nepeMeHHblX e 3neKTPOAHHaMHKe cneAYeT, 4To'aapR
Abl AOmKHbl POJKAaTbCR H YHH4TOlKaTbCR BMecTe co CBOHM. co6CTBeHHb1M . '(Kyno
HOBCKHM) noneM, KOTopoe HHAYllHPYeT·CTaTH4eCKOe (KynoHOBCKOe} 'e3aHMO

·AeHCTBHe aapRAOB. noKaaaHo, -4TO B 3neKTPOAHHaMHKe cy111ecreyeT 6ecK0He4-
Hoe'4HCno cnoco6oe Bb16opa KanH6POB04HO-HHBaPHaHTHblX 11epeMeHHJx. 'KoH
~HrypaljHR co6cTBeHHoro nonR 3aBHCHT OT 3Toro Bbl6opa H MOllCeT: oTnH4aTbCR 
OT KynoHOBCKOH. 0.,:iHaKO ece TaKHe·KoH~HrypaljHH Hecra6HnbHbl. Hx pacnaA' 
COnpobOJKAaeTCR H3ny4eHHeM 3neKTPOMarHHTHb1X BOnH H 06pa3oeaHHeM'KynQHO-
ea nonR,.Koropoe RBnReTcR eAHHcreeHHblM cTa6HnbHblM co6cTeeHHblM 

noneM 3aPRAa. B Ka4ecree·npHMepa noApo6Ho paccMorpeH pacnaA 11aneKrpo-
AHHaMH4eCKOH c-rpyHbl11 • • -· • 

Pa6oTa BblnonHeHa e. na6opaTOpH11 Teopern4'ecKOH ~H3HKH 0H/lH. 

IlpenpHHT OfuellHHennoro H~CTHTyTa SQeptthlX HcCJJe,.osattHii. lly6na 1992 

Shabanov S.V. . . E2-92-136 
The Proper Field of Char'ges.and Gauge-lnvaria.nt 
Variables in·Electrodynamlcs 

Accordin~ to 0irac/1/, it follows from the gauge invariance requl.:. 
'rement'for physJcal dynamical variables In electrodynamics that'char.
ges are created and annlhila·ted together with their proper (Coulomb) 
field.that induces the .static {Coulomb} Interaction of charges. It · 
Is shown that in electrodynamics there is an infinite number of ways 

, to determine gauge-invariant var!ables. The proper field confi9ura
tion of. charges depends on the choice of these variabl_es and may 
differ-from the Coulomb one. However·,. all configurations of that kind 
are unstable. Their decay is accompanied by radiating electromagne..; 
·tk waves· and creating the Coulomb field configuration that is the 
only stable one, The decay of thc."electromagnetic string" is analy-
zed in detail as an example. . . 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theo-
retical ·Physics, JINR •. .'· ' 
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